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About This Content

This is the third puzzle box in the puzzle collection based on our favorite classical painter Thomas Cole* and his wonderful
series The Voyage of Life. In the third painting, Manhood, confidently assuming control of his destiny and oblivious to the

dangers that await him, the voyager boldly strives to reach an aerial castle, emblematic of the daydreams of youth and its
aspirations for glory and fame. As the traveler approaches his goal, the ever more turbulent stream deviates from its course and
relentlessly carries him toward the next picture in the series, where nature's fury, evil demons, and self-doubt will threaten his

very existence. Only prayer, Cole suggests, can save the voyager from a dark and tragic fate.

Content Details

Contains one new puzzle box for Masters of Puzzle. The UHD image captures the original painting in great detail which in turn
allows for very detailed and diverse puzzle tiles. The large sky and the several very similar rock formations in the image will

make this puzzle a very challenging experience for many puzzle builders, but there are also some very distinct and detailed areas
that can help along with the initial layout.

 * Note: The painting used in this DLC is in the public domain in its country of origin and other countries and areas where
the copyright term is the author's life plus 100 years or less.
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Title: Masters of Puzzle - Manhood by Thomas Cole
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Belleal Games
Publisher:
Belleal Games
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit or Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560 or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Min requirements might be subject of a change
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